
Bantam Division
B1 Rocha & Son Construction topped 
B4 WestShore Management Group 9-4

Hat tricks from Jordan Shepherd and Kellen Gillooley led the 
high-powered offense of Rocha & Son Construction to a 9-4 win 
over WestShore Management Group. 

With 2:50 left in the opening frame Gillooley snagged a turn-
over and sniped a high glove side shot into the corner of the net 
to give Rocha & Son the early lead. WestShore Management tied 
it :28 into the second when Chris Kessler slid home a Dante 
DiNapoli pass, but Shepherd scored the first of his 3 with 8:01 
left in the second, assisted by Gillooley. Rasmus Green tied it for 
his dad, the coach when, with 3:45 left, he converted a pass from 
DiNapoli. A minute later Shepherd gave the Rob Genovesi squad 
the lead when he rebounded his own shot, and the half ended at 
3-2. 

Halfway through the third, DiNapoli knotted it at 3-3 on a 
tipped Kessler shot through traffic. Just :15 later, Shepherd broke 
the tie when he took a North Cossman pass and fired a long shot, 
almost from the Scorer’s Table, into the corner of the net. 

With 2:56 left in the third period, Kiernan Gillooley got in on 
the action with a forehand to the top shelf to make it 5-3. A min-
ute later he went in on a 2-on-1 with his big brother, and Kellen 
cashed in by burying a wrist shot, and the period ended 6-3. 

The team extended the lead to 7-3 1:37 into the fourth when 
Tanner Islander scored on a rebound of a Kiernan slapshot. 

With 1:28 left in the game, Johnny Kennedy clanged one in 
off the post blocker side off an assist by Zeb Miller to make it 
7-4. As time ran down Shepherd made a nice tape-to-tape pass 

P1 Dr. Stasun notched 5-3 win over  
P3 Christine Maren Salon

The balanced scoring attack of Zane Hovermale, Joel 
Glasman, and Sam Louderback enabled Dr. Stasun to withstand 
a Johnny Brozovich hat trick in its 5-3 victory over Christine 
Maren Salon.

After 9 back-and-forth minutes, Glasman broke into the scor-
ing column on a wrister through the 5-hole. The gold-clad Dr. 
Stasun built a 2-0 lead just :16 later as Hovermale scored past the 
goalie’s blocker, off a sweet feed from Louderback. 

The Dr. Stasun defense of Justin Niessner, Nolan Gallant 
and Antonio Roman bent but didn’t break, as they kept the 
vaunted offensive trio of Sofie Green, Shay Heath and Sasha 
Kulda off the board in the first half. With less than a minute left 
in the half, Louderback took a pass from Indigo Kinzey, whirled, 
and scored low-blocker to make it 3-0.

Midway through the third period, Hovermale scored his 
second goal on a low wrister over the goalie’s pads. But Lars 
Green’s Christine Maren Salon squad responded, as just :13 later 
Brozovich cut it to 4-1 as he took a centering pass from Chase 
Hebb and scored from the right faceoff circle. The two teamed up 
again but this time from the left faceoff circle, as Brozovich sent 
in a wrist shot with 2:51 remaining. 

Mike Hovermale’s Dr. Stasun squad restored the 3-goal lead 
when Glasman scored off a Hovermale pass, notching a shorthanded 
goal with Sean Baron in Sin Bin for Hooking, to make it 5-2. 

The defense of Liam Frank and TJ Nilsen killed off the rest 
of the penalty, preventing Patrick Ginna, Logan Bautista, and 
Ryan Niermann from lighting the red light. 

Brozovich scored his hat trick on a backhand past the goalie’s 
blocker to make the final margin 5-3. Michael George made 13 
first-half saves, and Kinzey stopped 9 more in the second half.

With Evan Reeve playing shutdown defense, Kyle Niermann 
and Billy Ginna stopped a combined 16 shots as they shared net-
minding duties for Christine Maren Salon.

PeeWee Division
P2 Maguire Tree Care shut out  
P4 Godoy Construction 7-0

Charlie Miller led the way with a hat 
trick, and shutdown goaltending from Keagan 
Maguire and Ryan Tate led Maguire Tree 
Care to a 7-0 win over the shorthanded Godoy 
Construction team coached by Lou Palladino.

Miller opened the scoring with 2:39 left 
in the first on a low wrister. Off the ensuring 
faceoff, Miller scored on a pretty high wrist 
shot, and the team made it 3-0 with :45 left in 
the first when Luca Padua rebounded a  
Luke Outman shot for a power play goal  
with Jack Solano off for roughing. 

Coach Chris DeVry filled in admirably for 
Kevin Lansing and saw his team extend the 
lead to 4-0 on Miller’s hat trick as he went 
end-to-end on a breakaway, and finished the 
play in style.

Karsten Lansing lifted a wrister with 2:26 left in the middle 
frame to make it 5-0,and Padua scored on a low forehand after 
an Outman assist :45 into the fourth period. With 6:25 left in the 
third, Cameron DeVry scored on a scorching shot just inside the 
left post off a pass from Miller. 

The defense of Gloria Oseguera, Nate Feix and Carson 
King held firm the rest of the way for Godoy Construction. 
Forwards Andy Vana and Ben Wylie were unable to penetrate 
the Maguire Tree Care defense of Michael Vanremoortere, 
Jonhenry Poss and Anthony Sassi. 

Jessica Oseguera and Trevor Keller split goaltending duties 
for Godoy Construction, teaming up for 19 saves. 
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Luke Outman found a seam in the Godoy Construction defense and went in with Jonhenry 
Poss trailing the play, but goalie Trevor Keller was able to make the save on this scoring attempt.

to Kellen for an empty net goal, and Islander recorded the team’s 
ninth tally, a powerplay goal with DiNapoli in the Penalty Box for 
unsportsmanlike conduct. 

The Rocha & Son defensive duo of Dominic Padua and 
Nate Rojo limited the chances of WestShore Management’s 
high-octane offense of Malcolm Feix, Zeb Miller and Jacob 
Stephens. Tristan Keller made 17 saves with help from blue-
liner Griffen Dulay, and Hunter Bishop stopped 24 shots for the 
victors. 

NCHL Rules Explanation
The NCHL places a premium on fair and balanced play, so 
some rules have been instituted to prevent runaway scoring. 
2011 Rules include:
• If a player has scored a hat trick (3 goals), s/he cannot score a 

fourth goal unless his/her team is behind (except in overtime).
• If a team is ahead by 5 goals, the team that’s behind will add 

another skater until the deficit is cut to 4 goals or less. 
• New for 2011: All penalties in the Squirt division will result 

in a Penalty Shot for the affected player, and not a Power Play. 

Dental Division (Squirts)
S1 Dr. Alborzi topped S2 Dr. Maahs 6-3

Dr. Alborzi rode hat tricks from Sydney Gallant and 
Treythan Krieger to a 6-3 win over Dr. Maahs, despite a 3 goals 
from William Outman. 

Gallant scored the day’s first goal at 2:21 into the game on a 
low slapshot from the slot, and built the lead to 2-0 at the  
6:48 mark on a low forehand. 

Dr. Maahs battled back, as Outman took a pass from Ryan 
Hildebrand and put the biscuit in the basket :46 later. He scored 
again as he went coast-to-coast and fired one in low stick side to 
knot the score. 

After a scoreless second period in which the tough Dr. Alborzi 
defense of Eric Martin, PJ Modena and Devin Costa were  
solid in front of goalie Travis Hamilton, who shut down rushing 
forwards Robby Mitton and Moss Michelsen, Krieger scored on 
a low slapshot 2:08 into the third to give Dr. Alborzi a 3-2 lead. 
Gallant then got her hat trick on a low wrister to make it a  
2-goal margin. 

The Dr. Maahs defense of Annie Ginna, Jacob Poss and 
Sequoyah Klingele stopped the rushes of Leo Lucey, Tristyn 
Krieger and Alexander Stevens to keep the game close. 

But Treythan got loose for his second goal with 2:17 left, and 
:24 later broke away again and slid in a wrister for his hat trick 
and the team’s sixth goal. 

But Dr. Maahs kept battling, and with :53, Outman earned 
a SF Giants Hat Trick Hat as he scored through the 5-hole, 
assisted by Aidan Bautista to make the final score 6-3. Warren 
Weston made 7 saves with help from Eleanor Carpenter, while 
Alexander Stevens made four third-period saves for the Dirk 
Krieger coached Dr. Alborzi squad.

3 OT games highlighted Week 1 action
B4 WestShore Management Group  
nipped B3 HMB Lions Club 7-6 in OT

Dante DiNapoli scored 1:51 into overtime, one of his 4 goals 
on the day, to win the game for WestShore Management Group. 
Rasmus Green had a hat trick and a helper. Playmaker Chris 
Keller had 3 assists, and Johnny Kennedy set up 2 goals. 

Pace Farbstein sniped in 4 goals, twice on powerplays, for 
HMB Lions Club. Ethan Glasman had two goals and Tom 
Martin had a pair of assists. Travis Modena set up one score  
and Morgan Hovermale made 28 saves in defeat. 

B2 Ocean Shore Hardware clippped  
B1 Rocha & Son Construction 6-5

Sam King had a hat trick and 2 assists to lead Ocean Shore 
Hardware to a 6-5 win over Rocha & Son Construction. 

Krister Lansing, Grayson Capers and Noah Weinstein  
also scored for the victors. Dimitri Weinstein had an assist and 
Andy Olson made 25 saves in goal. 

Jordan Shepherd and Kiernan Gillooley each had 2 goals  
for Rocha & Son. Dominic Padua went bar-down for another 
goal, Kellen Gillooley had a pair of assists and Hunter Bishop 
stopped 21 shots. 

P1 Dr. Stasun edged 
P2 Maguire Tree Care 6-5 in overtime

Three goals from Zane Hovermale, including the game-winner 
2-minutes into overtime, led Dr. Stasun to victory. Nolan Gallant 
scored twice and TJ Nilsen set up Joel Glasman for one score. 
Sean Baron added an assist, and Michael George made 14 saves. 

Cameron DeVry and Luke Outman each had 2 goals for 
Maguire Tree Care. Charlie Miller had a goal and 3 helpers. 

P3 Christine Maren Salon surged past  
P4 Godoy Construction 10-4

Jacob Stephens and Billy Ginna each tallied 3 goals and 
Johnny Brozovich had a pair for Christine Maren Salon in the 
high-scoring game. Ryan Niermann and Sasha Kulda each lit the 
red light for Christine Maren Salon. Chase Hebb set up one score 
and Evan Reeve assisted on another. 

Ben Wylie scored twice and Gloria Oseguera added another. 
Jack Solano set up two scores and Marek Palladino scored a 
shorthanded goal for Godoy Construction, with netminder Andy 
Vana stopping 10 shots. 

 
S1-Dr. Alborzi bested S2-Dr. Maahs  
5-4 in overtime

Travis Hamilton’s third goal, with 1:45 left in OT, won it for 
Dr. Alborzi. William Outman scored just :21 into the game off a 
pass from Jacob Poss, and Ryan Hildebrand had a hat trick in 
defeat. Treythan Krieger scored on a pass from Eric Martin and 
Sydney Gallant had a forehand goal for Dr. Alborzi. 

S3 Dr. Moody trimmed S1 Dr. Alborzi 6-1
Mason Liaghat’s hat trick powered Dr. Moody past  

Dr. Alborzi. Charles Hogg had 2 goals and Elijah Lurie added  
another, plus an assist. Treythan Krieger scored an unassisted 
goal for Dr. Alborzi. 

No Goal! This breakaway attempt by Jacob Stephens sailed just over 
the crossbar, but he did find the twine three other times in the game. 

Goal or No Goal? 
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First DoubleShot qualifier 
Jeff Warren was the first successful contestant in the DoubleShot 
Contest, sponsored by Fincon. He banked in his second shot off 
the inside board and the left post to qualify for the DoubleShot 
DoubleShootout on Aug. 7 at Halftime of the PeeWee Champion-
ship game. Warren won a Player Meal Deal, a Snack Buck, a SF 
Giants Key Performer keychain, and a Scores ’n More newsletter.
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ScoreS ’n More

STANDINGS
    
BANTAM W L OTL Pt GF GA
B2-Ocean Shore Hardware 2 0 0 4 13 10
B1-Rocha & Son Construction 1 1 0 2 14 10
B4-WestShore Management 1 1 0 2 11 15
B3-HMB Lions Club 0 2 1 1 11 14

PEEWEE W L OTL Pt GF GA
P1-Dr. Stasun 2 0 0 4 11 8
P2-Maguire Tree Care 1 1 1 3 12 6
P3-Christine Maren Salon 1 1 0 2 13 9
P4-Godoy Construction 0 2 0 0 4 17

SQUIRT W L OTL Pt GF GA
S1-Dr. Alborzi 2 1 0 4 9 6
S2-Dr. Maahs 1 2 1 3 12 14
S3-Dr. Moody 1 1 0 2 12 13
   
W=Wins;  L=Losses; OTL=Overtime Losses; Pt=Points;
GF=Goals For;  GA=Goals Against      as of 6/18/11

More than 100 players and a crowd estimated 
in the dozens turned out under ideal hockey 
conditions for Opening Day 2011 and Week 2 
at the Boys and Girls Club Rink.

Squirt Division
S2 Dr. Maahs overcame 
S3 Dr. Moody 5-3

William Outman scored a hat trick to 
lead Dr. Maahs to a 5-3 victory over  
Dr. Moody. Mason Liaghat had 2 goals  
and an assist in defeat. 

Liaghat opened the scoring:54 into the 
game on a low glove side wrist shot, and his 
second low wrister at the 5:43 mark made it 
2-0 for the Marc Higaki-coached squad. 

Just :59 into the second period, coach 
Brian Ginna made adjustments and Moss 
Michelsen broke free to score through the 
5-hole off a centering pass from Jacob Poss 
to cut it to 2-1. Dr. Maahs tied the game when 
Outman rifled a shot through the 5-hole at 
the 7:31 mark. Elijah Lurie converted a pass 
from Liaghat on a low glove side to regain 
the lead for Dr. Moody at the 6:37 mark, but Outman slid the puck 
through the 5-hole, and the game was tied heading into the final frame. 

Travis Hamilton battled his way into a bevy of Dr. Moody defenders 
but was turned aside on this rush during Opening Day action. 

Dr. Maahs took its first lead at 4-3 just :29 into the third as Ryan 
Hildebrand put an Aidan Bautista pass under the diving goalie. 
Team Teal extended its lead on Outman’s third goal of the game 
and sixth of the day, as he pounced on a Poss pass and pounded home 
the puck with a wicked wrister to make it 5-3 at 7:20 of the third. 

Dr. Moody pulled its goalie with 2 minutes left, but forwards 
Alex Sholl and Rowan Layne were unable to get past the staunch 
defense of Annie Ginna and Sequoyah Klingele. Robby Mitton 
and Eleanor Carpenter turned back a number of rushes by  
forwards Billy Kulda and Colin Ryder. Charles Hogg made  
9 saves for Dr. Moody with help from rugged blueliners Vance 
Islander and Brennan Higaki, while Weston Warren stopped  
8 for the victors. 
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B2 Ocean Shore Hardware 
beat B3 HMB Lions Club 7-5 

Three goals and two assists from Krister 
Lansing propelled Ocean Shore Hardware 
to a 7-5 win over HMB Lions Club. Pace 
Farbstein had 4 goals in defeat. 

The game figured to be a high-scoring affair 
as just 1:11 into the game Lansing picked up a 
loose puck and fed Sam King, who went coast 
to coast for the score. 

Noah Weinstein quickly passed to an open 
Andy Olson, who deposited the puck for his 
first of two goals. 

Mucker Ethan Glasman dug the puck out 
of the corner and passed in front to Farbstein, 
who one-timed a low slapshot to cut it to 2-1 
with 3:12 left in the first frame. 

Tom Martin hustled around the boards 
and made a sweet wraparound pass to an open 
Graham Wylie, who bulged the back of the 
old onion sack to tie it at 2-2 with 2:22 tocks 
left on the clock. 

Farbstein took advantage of a Lansing tripping penalty as he 
took a pass from Martin, dangled the D, and shot high over the 
goalie’s glove for HMB Lions Club’s first lead. 

Just :35 into the second period, King passed to Lansing behind 
the net, who fed an open Weinstein in front for the tie on a power-
play goal with Travis Modena in the penalty box for roughing.

King then passed to Weinstein, who skated in from the corner 
and spotted Olson cherrypicking once again in front, and Olson 
laid the lumber on the rubber as he knocked it down and into the 
net to retake the lead at 4-3. 

Netminder Dimitri Weinstein, who made 19 saves, deflected 
a shot at one end and wound up getting a rare goalie assist as 
Lansing picked up the puck and skated through the D as he scored 
with :14 left in the first half to send the teams to the locker rooms at 5-3. 

After a scoreless third period in which the defense of Zane 
Cordero and Ben Bray held firm for the Matt Hamilton-coached 
Team Teal, Martin forced a turnover and fed Farbstein, who took the 
puck from mid-rink, faked the goalie down, and went upstairs to cut 
it to 5-4  2:18 into the fourth. Coach Jerry Martuscelli filled in admi-
rably for Kevin Lansing and watched the young Lansing score on a 
tip-in from Weinstein and Grayson Capers, to make it 6-4. Farbstein 
scored his fourth when he went top cheese with a forehand. Smooth-
skating forward Morgan Hovermale was unable to get past defenders  
CJ Trexler and Mason Martuscelli for the equalizer. Dexter 
Hamilton stacked the pads to make 15 saves in his return after a  
collarbone injury (not sustained in a hockey accident, mind you).

As the clocked ticked down and with the net empty, Lansing 
scored from King with :25 left to make the final score 7-5 and give 
Ocean Shore Hardware its second consecutive win. 

Sponsor Spotlight
Each week we feature the people behind the league, the ones 
who support it and make it work. This week’s sponsor:

Ocean Shore Ace Hardware

Family-owned and operated, Ocean Shore Ace Hardware  
has been a trusted local neighbor for 36 years. The store at  
111 Main Street has an outdoor garden and patio center, paint, 
art supplies, and a lot “more than just hardware.” Though they 
have not taken us up on our suggestion to open a sporting goods 
section so that players don’t have to go over the hill, they do 
have an extensive selection of housewares, work wear, marine 
and office supplies. Ocean Shore Ace Hardware features tons  
of the top brands, including Benjamin Moore paint, Stihl,  
Echo, and Husqvarna power equipment, Scotts weed and  
fertilizer products, Carhartt, Ben Davis, and Dickies clothing, 
Weber barbeques, and much, much more.

The Hassett family, all avid Sharks fans, has owned Ocean 
Shore Ace Hardware since 2003, though its roots date back to 
1975. From a few small screws to major makeovers, Ocean  
Shore Ace Hardware is the place for helpful advice and the  
materials for any project.

The community focused and customer-service oriented  
enterprise sponsors the Bantam 2 team coached by Kevin Lansing. 

Ocean Shore Ace Hardware
111 Main St., Half Moon Bay, CA  94019
726-5505
www.OceanShoreHardware.com

   
Check ’em out, and support our NCHL sponsors!

 Thank You, Thank You, Thank You! 
 Big thanks to Greg Brozovich and Rick Reeve for restoring 

our scoreboard and installing power at the Scorer’s Table. Big 
props to Barb Capers, Theresa Cossman, Jennifer Islander 
and Melissa Page on the Snack Shack; the Flying Puck Café has 
never tasted so good. Gino Padua, thanks for all the help on our 
sound system so tens of spectators can now hear PA announcer 
Pat Olson (thank you) and others call the game and share music 
during the breaks. Mary Beth Alexander, Barb Capers and 
Edie Hovermale, thanks and for the smooth Photo Day arrangements. 
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Netminder Morgan Hovermale was able to get a blocker on this high wrister and deflect 
this Dante DiNapoli scoring attempt in week 1 action. 


